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With Lower Sticker, Paramoor
and Hewaswater

Peter G.Twining
The Book of Sticker is intended to give its
readers an insight into the past and more
recent history of this ancient Cornish
community. As the book leans heavily on
visual content it naturally covers the period
since the invention of photography in the
mid 1800s. It contains a host of wonderful
photographs mainly provided by local people
and many of which have not been seen by the
public before. Fascinating aspects of everyday
life in and around the village are covered, from
mining and farming through to shops and
businesses, schools, sporting activities and
places of worship. The book reveals the vast
changes the place has undergone; for instance
where once a hundred miners’ cottages stood,
today not a trace of them is to be seen,
although the mines that employed them are
easily identified by the granite engine house
and chimney stacks that stand proudly on
the skyline. Lower Sticker, Paramoor and
Hewaswater are also included in the book
for the important contribution they have
made to make to the local history.
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While Peter Twining has been the
principal behind The Book of Sticker
many other local people have
contributed to the compilation of
this book through the provision of text,
photographs and in providing personal
recollections of times past. Research
has thrown up many facts previous
unrecorded or forgotten, all of which
have helped shape the village as it now
is, and which make this publication so
fascinating for anyone with a connection
to Sticker and the region around.
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Above: An offer of help to build the bypass from the
residents of Sticker, during carnival week. (D. Lobb)
Above left: This giant iron beam destined for the
Ventonwyn mine, had been hauled by road from
Grampound Road railway station. (M.Wilson)
Left: Harvest is over, time for a rest at Harvose.
Jimmy, John, and Marion Davies with Alfred Trethewey?
standing at the front are the children, Arthur Danning
on the left and Melville Thomas middle, but the identity of the man on the right is not known. (M.Wilson)

The old village smithy with Henry Dowrick standing outside with one of his helpers. Above the
smithy door is an advertising sign stating:‘Lloyds News: Latest News and Telegrams’. Standing in
the doorway of the cottage is Henry’s wife Louisa. (S. Pilling)

This view of Fore Street, shows Fred Mannell emerging from his house, which has replaced the
old barn that used to be on the front right of the picture.
Example of a double-page spread.

